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Strong CP problem
Experimentally,  QCD is known to preserve CP symmetry very well.
Hadron spectrum respects CP symmetry very well.
CP violating transitions in the SM are caused by CP violation in the 
weak interaction (i.e. by the CKM phase).
Picture from : https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kaon 
This feature is not automatically guaranteed in QCD .
QCD has its own CP-violating parameter : θ
θ - term violates the P and CP symmetries
The θ - term is highly constrained experimentally!
dn < 2.9 x 10-26 e cm  @ 90%CL [hep-ex/0602020]
→ θ < 10-11
Why so small ?
Null observation of the neutron EDM :
 =  Strong CP Problem 
Strong CP problem
 dn (neutron EDM) / mn (neutron MDM) = O(θ)
[see e.g. ’80 Shifman, Vainshtein, Zakharov]
Peccei-Quinn Mechanism
Two Higgs doublet Model (Hu , Hd)
U(1) Peccei-Quinn symmetry (anomaly of SU(3)c)
Hu,d → eiα Hu,d uR → e-iα uR dR → e-iα dR
θ → θ’ = θ - 2Ng α           (Ng=3)
By the Peccei-Quinn rotation, θ can be shifted away !
so that the θ is unphysical !
[ ’77 Peccei, Quinn ]
Weinberg-Wilczek Axion
U(1)PQ is spontaneously broken at the EWSB → axion
Axion is massive due to the SU(3)c anomalous breaking
~ 100 keV
In terms of the axion, the PQ mechanism can be interpreted as a 
dynamical tuning of the θ angle.
a
θeﬀ = 0
[ ’78 Weinberg, ‘78 Wilczek ]
fa is constrained by meson decay into axion.
Br( K± → π ± + a (invisible) )  
           = O( fπ2 / fa2 )  x Br( K± → π ± + π0)  
             < 5 x 10-11   [E787 hep-ex/0403034 ]
fa > O(10)TeV
Original PQ-mechanism has been excluded !
[Axion decays into two photon but the lifetime is so long for ma  ~ 100 keV. ]
K± 
π ±
π0
a
x
Weinberg-Wilczek Axion
KSVZ axion : SM matter field are not  U(1)PQ neutral.
U(1) Peccei-Quinn symmetry ( SU(3)c anomaly )
qL,R → e-iα/2 qL,RS → eiα S
U(1)PQ is spontaneously broken by <S> = vs >> vEW
Singlet S Extra colored fermions qL , qR
Invisible Axion : fa >> vEW [ ’79 Kim, ‘80 Shifman, Vainshtein, Zakharov ]
The axion evades constraints from the meson decay rates!
The axion coupling to the SM is suppressed by a large fa .
→ axion is subject to constraints from astrophysics !
fa > 108-9 GeV (KSVZ)
Invisible axion is very light :
Resultant constraint on the decay constant is  
Invisible Axion : fa >> vEW
J.R. Ellis, K.A. Olive,  Phys. Lett. B 193, 525 (1987). 
R.Mayle, J.R.Wilson, J.R.Ellis, K.A.Olive, D.N.Schramm and G.Steigman, 
 Phys. Lett.B203, 188 (1988).
Successful PQ mechanisms  =  Invisible Axion ?
by Supernova explosion.
Heavy Axion : ma >> maPQWW  ?
Why is the axion so light?
U(1)PQ is explicitly broken only by the QCD anomaly.
We can make the axion HEAVY by adding other U(1)PQ breaking terms.
→ However, such additional breaking leads to a too large θeﬀ ! 
a
QCD anomaly Additional  
breaking
θeﬀ = 0 θeﬀ = O(1)
Is there any way to make axion heavy while keeping θeﬀ = 0 ?
[15’ Fukuda, Harigaya, Yanagida and MI]
Use QCD in a mirror copied Standard Model ! [’97 Rubakov]
SM SM’
Z2 exchange symmetry
By the Z2 exchange symmetry, gauge couplings, etc are equal in these  
two sectors at high energy scale.
In particular θSM = θSM’.
If the axion couples to both two sectors, axion settles at θeﬀ = θeﬀ’ = 0 !
Heavy Axion : ma >> maPQWW  ? [15’ Fukuda, Harigaya, Yanagida and MI]
SM’
spontaneous Z2 breaking!
→ maQCD’ >>maQCD while the axion still settles at θeﬀ = θeﬀ’ = 0 !
We can make the axion heavy while not spoiling the PQ-mechanism !
[’01 Berechiani, Gianfagna, Giannotti, ’14 Hook,  ’16 Albaid, Dine, Draper]
Use QCD in a mirror copied Standard Model ! [’97 Rubakov]
SM
If Z2 is spontaneously broken at intermediate scale, the mass scales  
in the SM’ can be larger !
For diﬀerent approaches to make the axion heavy : [’16 Gherghetta,  Nagata, Shifman]
Heavy Axion : ma >> maPQWW  ? [15’ Fukuda, Harigaya, Yanagida and MI]
Singlet S (common)
Extra quarks 
 qL , qR
KSVZ axion 
[15’ Fukuda, Harigaya, Yanagida and MI]Heavy Axion : ma >> maPQWW  ?
SM’
spontaneously broken Z2
SM
QCD QCD’
Two sectors share a single KSVZ axion.
Extra quarks 
 qL‘ , qR‘
2this study, we carefully examine whether the idea can be realized consistently with all the constraints, in particular
with cosmological ones, by constructing a concrete model.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In section II, we introduce a concrete model of the axion with the mir-
rored Standard Model sector. There, we also summarize laboratory and astrophysical constraints on axion parameters.
In section III, we discuss cosmological constraints on the axion. In section IV, we discuss cosmological constraints on
particles in the mirrored sector. In sectionV, we discuss how to di↵erentiate mass scales in the mirrored sector from
those in the Standard Model sector without spoiling the PQ solution to the strong CP -problem. The final section is
devoted to conclusions and discussion.
II. MIRRORED STANDARD MODEL AND AXION PROPERTIES
Let us first introduce two copies of the Standard Model each of which has a single Higgs doublet. We name them
the Standard Model sector and the mirrored sector, respectively. In the following, we put primes on parameters and
fields in the mirrored sector to distinguish them from those in the Standard Model sector. As mentioned above, we
assume that dimensionless parameters in both sectors are equal with each other due to a Z2 symmetry. In particular,
the e↵ective ✓-angles in the two sectors are aligned, ✓e↵ = ✓0e↵ at the high energy input scale such as the Planck scale.
The electroweak scale and the QCD scale in the mirrored sector, on the other hand, can be di↵erent from those in
the Standard Model due to a soft breaking of the Z2 symmetry (see sectionV).
To realize the PQ-symmetry, we introduce a gauge singlet complex scalar field   which couples to vector-like pairs
of (anti-)fundamental fermions (qL, q¯R) and (q0L, q¯
0
R) of SU(3)c and SU(3)c0 via
L = g qLq¯R + g q0Lq¯0R + h.c. , (2)
where g denotes a coupling constant. Here, we assume that   is even under the Z2 symmetry. This example is nothing
but an extension of the KSVZ axion model [10, 11], and the PQ-charges are assigned to be  (+1), qLq¯R( 1), and
q0Lq¯
0
R( 1), respectively.2 After   obtains a VEV, h i = fa/
p
2, the argument of   becomes an axion field a with a
decay constant fa. By integrating out the extra quarks, the axion couples to the Standard model and its mirrored
copy via
Le↵ ' 1
32⇡2
✓
a
fa
+ ✓e↵
◆
(GG˜+G0G˜0) +
6Q2Y
32⇡2
a
fa
(Y Y˜ + Y 0Y˜ 0) , (3)
where G(0) and Y (0) denote the field strengths of the SU(3)(0)c and U(1)
(0)
Y gauge fields.
3 As we will discuss at the
end of this section, we assume that the extra quarks mix with the quarks in the Standard model (and they do so
similarly in the mirrored sector). Thus, they have non-vanishing U(1)(0)Y charges, QY . Let us remind ourselves that
the e↵ective ✓-angles in the two sectors are aligned with each other even at low energies, so that they are cancelled
at the minimum of the e↵ective potential of the axion. We will confirm this crucial point in sectionV.
After chiral symmetry breaking by QCD and QCD0 dynamics, the axion obtains a mass through the mixings to
the pions in the two sectors. In particular, when the dynamical scale of QCD0 is much larger than that of QCD, the
axion mass is dominated by the contribution of the mirrored sector, i.e.
ma '
p
z0
1 + z0
f⇡0m⇡0
fa
, (4)
where z0 = mu0/md0 denotes the ratio of the up to down quark masses in the mirrored sector. Due to the Z2 symmetry,
it should be very close to the one in the Standard Model, i.e. z0 ' z ' 0.56. In this case, a heavy axion with a
mass of O(100)MeV can be easily achieved, for example, by taking vEW 0 ' 102 ⇥ vEW and ⇤QCD0 ' 103 ⇥⇤QCD for
fa ' 104GeV.
In the rest of this section, let us summarize laboratory and astrophysical constraints on the axion parameters, ma
and fa. The crucial di↵erence of the KSVZ-type axion from the original axion model (and the DFSZ-type axion
2 As is the case of the KSVZ axion model, so-called the domain wall number is one in our model. Domain walls are unstable and hence
our model is free from the domain wall problem. In viable parameter regions we discuss in the following, domain walls decay much
before the axion decouples from the thermal bath. Axions produced by the decay of domain walls are absorbed into the thermal bath
and do not a↵ect the standard cosmology.
3 The gauge fields are normalized so that the gauge coupling constants appear in their kinetic terms.
Axion mass is dominated by the QCD’ anomaly eﬀect  
Heavy Axion : ma >> maPQWW  ?
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FIG. 1. Contour plots of the axion mass as a function of ⇤0QCD and v
0
EW for given fa. Here, we take
f⇡ ' 93MeV,m0u/m0d ' mu/md = 0.56, ⇤QCD ' 400MeV and vEW ' 174GeV. In the gray shaded
regions, the quark masses in the mirrored sector are larger than ⇤0QCD where the axion mass does
not depend on the quark mass any more. In the blue shaded regions, the PQ-symmetry breaking
is caused by the condensation of  0L ¯
0
R due to the strong dynamics and hence fa = O(⇤0QCD). In
the red shaded regions, the electroweak symmetry breaking and the VEV of Higgs0 in the mirrored
sector is caused by the condensations of quarks0, leading to v0EW ' O(⇤0QCD).
⇡0. In terms of the dynamical scale of QCD0 and the VEV of Higgs0, v0EW , those quantities
are given by
m0u,d ' mu,d ⇥
v0EW
vEW
, m02⇡ ' m2⇡ ⇥
⇤0QCD
⇤QCD
v0EW
vEW
, f 0⇡ ' f⇡ ⇥
⇤0QCD
⇤QCD
. (6)
In the following analysis, we assume that the Z2 exchanging symmetry is softly (or sponta-
neously) broken and take ⇤0QCD and v
0
EW are independent parameters (see [13] for concrete
examples). Note that if ⇤0QCD is greater than the tree-level Higgs
0 VEV, the electroweak
symmetry is broken by ⇤0QCD and v
0
EW ⇠ ⇤0QCD is induced.
In Fig. 1, we show contour plots of the axion mass as a function of ⇤0QCD and v
0
EW for
given fa. Here, we take f⇡ ' 93MeV, m0u/m0d ' mu/md = 0.56, ⇤QCD ' 400MeV and
vEW ' 174GeV. In the gray shaded regions, the quark masses in the mirrored sector are
larger than ⇤0QCD where the axion mass does not depend on the quark mass any more.
3 We
call this region as the heavy quark region. In the blue shaded regions, the PQ-symmetry
3 In the figure, the boundary between these two regimes is taken to m0⇡ in Eq. (6) is equal to m0u +m0d.
5
The mass di↵erence between the neutron0 (n0) and the proton0 (p0) is estimated by
mn0  mp0 '  mQEDn p ⇥
⇤0QCD
⇤QCD
+ N(md  mu)⇥ v
0
EW
vEW
, (9)
where  mQEDn p denotes the electromagnetic contribution to the n–p mass di↵erence, and N
parameterizes the isospin-violating contribution. As leading order approximations, we use
the central values of the Standard Model [51]
 mQEDn p =  0.178+0.0004 0.064 GeV ⇥ ↵QED , (10)
N = 0.95
+0.08
 0.06 . (11)
Remarkably, n0 can be lighter than p0 when ⇤0QCD becomes very large. In fact, in the green
shaded region in Fig. 2, p0 is lighter than n0, while n0 is lighter in the other region. It should
be also noted that the mass di↵erence is smaller than m0⇡± in the entire parameter region,
and hence, both f p0 and n0 are stable for m0⌫ > m
0
⇡± . If one of the neutrino
0 mass and m0e
is light enough, on the other hand, the heavier N 0 can decay into the lighter one.
The mass of ⇡00 is estimated to be
m02⇡0 ' m2⇡0 ⇥
⇤0QCD
⇤QCD
v0EW
vEW
(12)
f r m0u+m
0
d < m
0
⇡0 . For m
0
u,m
0
d & ⇤0, It is dominated by m0u+m0d in the heavy quark mass
region.9 The mass of ⇡± is, on the other hand, given by,
m02⇡± ' m02⇡0 + ↵0QED⇤02QCD , (13)
where ↵0QED is the fine-structure constant of the QED
0.
Finally, the mass of e0 is given by,
m0e = me ⇥
v0EW
vEW
. (14)
It should be noted that the µ0 decays into 3e0 via box diagrams in which W ’ boson circulate.
Thus, µ0 cannot be a candidate for dark matter.
9 In the parameter region where m0 is smaller than m
0
u,d, the lightest meson consist of  
0. Thus, again,
the mass of the pion in the figure should not be taken literally.
9
mquark’ >> ΛQCD’
PQ breaking by ΛQCD’
EW’ breaking by ΛQCD’
A heavy axion is achieved from TeV scale physics !
[15’ Fukuda, Harigaya, Yanagida and MI]
Heavy Axion : ma >> maPQWW  ?
Axion coupling below the scale of <S>
2
this study, we carefully examine whether the idea can be realized consistently with all the constraints, in particular
with cosmological ones, by constructing a concrete model.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In section II, we introduce a concrete model of the axion with the mir-
rored Standard Model sector. There, we also summarize laboratory and astrophysical constraints on axion parameters.
In section III, we discuss cosmological constraints on the axion. In section IV, we discuss cosmological constraints on
particles in the mirrored sector. In sectionV, we discuss how to di↵erentiate mass scales in the mirrored sector from
those in the Standard Model sector without spoiling the PQ solution to the strong CP -problem. The final section is
devoted to conclusions and discussion.
II. MIRRORED STANDARD MODEL AND AXION PROPERTIES
Let us first introduce two copies of the Standard Model each of which has a single Higgs doublet. We name them
the Standard Model sector and the mirrored sector, respectively. In the following, we put primes on parameters and
fields in the mirrored sector to distinguish them from those in the Standard Model sector. As mentioned above, we
assume that dimensionless parameters in both sectors are equal with each other due to a Z2 symmetry. In particular,
the e↵ective ✓-angles in the two sectors are aligned, ✓e↵ = ✓0e↵ at the high energy input scale such as the Planck scale.
The electroweak scale and the QCD scale in the mirrored sector, on the other hand, can be di↵erent from those in
the Standard Model due to a soft breaking of the Z2 symmetry (see sectionV).
To realize the PQ-symmetry, we introduce a gauge singlet complex scalar field   which couples to vector-like pairs
of (anti-)fundamental fermions (qL, q¯R) and (q0L, q¯
0
R) of SU(3)c and SU(3)c0 via
L = g qLq¯R + g q0Lq¯0R + h.c. , (2)
where g denotes a coupling constant. Here, we assume that   is even under the Z2 symmetry. This example is nothing
but an extension of the KSVZ axion model [10, 11], and the PQ-charges are assigned to be  (+1), qLq¯R( 1), and
q0Lq¯
0
R( 1), respectively.2 After   obtains a VEV, h i = fa/
p
2, the argument of   becomes an axion field a with a
decay constant fa. By integrating out the extra quarks, the axion couples to the Standard model and its mirrored
copy via
Le↵ ' 1
32⇡2
✓
a
fa
+ ✓e↵
◆
(GG˜+G0G˜0) +
6Q2Y
32⇡2
a
fa
(Y Y˜ + Y 0Y˜ 0) , (3)
where G(0) and Y (0) denote the field strengths of the SU(3)(0)c and U(1)
(0)
Y gauge fields.
3 As we will discuss at the
end of this section, we assume that the extra quarks mix with the quarks in the Standard model (and they do so
similarly in the mirrored sector). Thus, they have non-vanishing U(1)(0)Y charges, QY . Let us remind ourselves that
the e↵ective ✓-angles in the two sectors are aligned with each other even at low energies, so that they are cancelled
at the minimum of the e↵ective potential of the axion. We will confirm this crucial point in sectionV.
After chiral symmetry breaking by QCD and QCD0 dynamics, the axion obtains a mass through the mixings to
the pions in the two sectors. In particular, when the dynamical scale of QCD0 is much larger than that of QCD, the
axion mass is dominated by the contribution of the mirrored sector, i.e.
ma '
p
z0
1 + z0
f⇡0m⇡0
fa
, (4)
where z0 = mu0/md0 denotes the ratio of the up to down quark masses in the mirrored sector. Due to the Z2 symmetry,
it should be very close to the one in the Standard Model, i.e. z0 ' z ' 0.56. In this case, a heavy axion with a
mass of O(100)MeV can be easily achieved, for example, by taking vEW 0 ' 102 ⇥ vEW and ⇤QCD0 ' 103 ⇥⇤QCD for
fa ' 104GeV.
In the rest of this section, let us summarize laboratory and astrophysical constraints on the axion parameters, ma
and fa. The crucial di↵erence of the KSVZ-type axion from the original axion model (and the DFSZ-type axion
2 As is the case of the KSVZ axion model, so-called the domain wall number is one in our model. Domain walls are unstable and hence
our model is free from the domain wall problem. In viable parameter regions we discuss in the following, domain walls decay much
before the axion decouples from the thermal bath. Axions produced by the decay of domain walls are absorbed into the thermal bath
and do not a↵ect the standard cosmology.
3 The gauge fields are normalized so that the gauge coupling constants appear in their kinetic terms.
Axion main decay modes:
For ma < 3 mπ :   a→2 γ , 2 γ’   (10-7s for ma=100MeV, fa =TeV) 
For ma > 3 mπ :   a→ hadrons, 2 γ , 2 γ’   
For ma >> 3 mπ :   a→ QCD jets 
KFVZ axion has no decay modes into leptons at tree level .
The U(1)EM’ is not b oken and γ’ is massless.
Stable particles in the mirrored sector :
When the spontaneous breaking of the B0   L0 symmetry is turned o↵, thermal leptoge-
nesis [42] [see 43–45, for review] does not take place in the mirrored sector. Accordingly,
there is no B0 asymmetry in the mirrored sector when the B asymmetry in the Standard
Model sector is provided by thermal leptogenesis. This feature is important for the N 0 relic
density not to exceed the observed dark matter density even for m0N   1GeV.
In this set up, ⌫ 0s obtain the Dirac neutrino masses via the Yukawa interacti n to the
Higgs boson. Depending on the Yukawa coupling, ⌫ 0s can be lighter or heavier than ⇡0±.
When (at least one of) ⌫ 0s are lighter than ⇡0±, ⇡0± decays into a pair of charged lepton0 and
⌫ 0. On the other hand, ⇡0± becomes stable when all the ⌫ 0s are heavier than ⇡0±. Therefore,
the stable particles in the mirrored sector are8<:  0 , e0 , ⇡0± , N 0 , (for m0⌫ > m0⇡±) , 0 , e0 , ⌫ 0 , N 0 , (for m0⌫ < m0⇡±) . (7)
In the following, we discuss whether we have good dark matter candidates in each possibility.
Let us comment here that m0⌫ ⌧ m0⇡± can be automatically achieved if there are only two
generations of the right-handed neutrinos in each sector. In fact, the lightest ⌫ and ⌫ 0 are
both massless. It should be also noted that two generations of the right-handed neutrinos
are enough for successful thermal l ptogenesis in the Standa d Model sector [46–49].
B. Masses o Dark Matter Candi at s
In Fig. 2, we show the masses of the stable particles. The average nucleon mass is ap-
proximately estimated by
mN 0 ⌘
m0n +m
0
p
2
'
✓
mn +mp
2
  3m¯
◆
⇥ ⇤
0
QCD
⇤QCD
+ 3m¯⇥ v
0
EW
vEW
, (8)
where m¯ is an average of the u and d quark masses, mu = 2.2
+0.6
 0.4MeV and md =
4.7+0.5 0.4MeV [50].
7 The N 0 masses are dominated by the masses of the quark0 when the
quark0 masses are heavier than ⇤0QCD.
8
7 There is an O(1) ambiguity for the quark0 mass contributions for ⇤0QCD ⌧ m¯0. However, the contributions
from the quark0 mass to m0N is only important when the quark
0 mass is larger than ⇤0QCD, where nucleon
mass can be approximated by 3⇥ m¯0.
8 For v0EW   105 6 ⇥ vEW , m0 can be smaller than m0u,d for fa ' 103GeV. In such region, the lightest
baryon consists of  0s, and hence, the N 0 mass in the figure for v0EW   105 6⇥ vEW should not be taken
literally.
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[ 5’ Fukuda, Harigaya, Yanagida a d MI]
For fa = O(1)TeV,  γ’ is in thermal equilibrium for T > ma . 
Cosmological Constraints
γ
γ
a
γ’
γ’
If, ma < TQCD  , γ’ decouples below TQCD .
In the minimal model,  γ’ in the copied sector is massless.
γ’ contributes to Neﬀ  by 8/7.
←
→
Neﬀ (SM) = 3.05
Neﬀ  = 3.15±0.23 (68%CL PLANCK 2015)
For ma >> TQCD , γ’ decouples above TQCD ~ O(100)MeV
γ’ contribution to Neﬀ  is diluted by QCD phase transition.
ΔNeﬀ (γ’) = 8/7 x ( g(TQCD)/ g(ma) )4/3  < 0.2
Dark Radiation
(on-shell axion exchange)
→ We take ma >> TQCD 
In the Standard Model sector, we assume the seesaw mechanism 
as the origin of the neutrino mass.
Seesaw mechanism is also good to explain the Baryon asymmetry 
via Leptogenesis.
In the mirror sector, the neutrino masses get enhanced as the  
vEW’ >> vEW  (say vEW’ ~103 x vEW)
7
TRe < ma (i.e. out-of equilibrium decay), the resultant mirrored photon contributes to Ne↵ , leading to  Ne↵ ' 2,
which contradicts with the CMB observations. For TRe > ma (i.e. in equilibrium decay), the mirrored photon
eventually recouples to the thermal bath of the Standard Model sector at the temperature below the QCD scale. In
this case, the resultant mirrored photon from the mirrored electron annihilation can be redistributed between the two
sectors. Such a parameter space, however, has been excluded already by the constraints on Ne↵ as discussed above.
In summary, we have examined the consistency of the model with cosmology. As a result, we have found that:
• The axion with TRe > ma and ma . O(100)MeV is excluded by the constraint on Ne↵ of the mirrored photon
contribution.
• The axion with TRe < ma and ma . O(100)MeV could a↵ect the BBN (the D/H abundance), although delicate
analysis is required.
• The axion with ma > O(100)MeV does not cause cosmological problems.13
IV. COSMOLOGICAL CONSTRAINTS ON THE MIRRORED SECTOR
In this section, let us discuss cosmological constraints on particles in the mirrored sector. Most of unstable particles
in the mirrored sector dec y very fast. T us, they cause no cosmological problems. Stable particles,  0 e0, ⌫0, p0 and
n0 could, on the other hand, cause serious cosmological problems unless their abundances are su ciently suppressed.
As we have already discussed bov , for example, the mirrored electron sh uld decouple from the Standard Model
sector before the QCD phase transition, since otherwise it increases the mirrored photon abundance.
First, let us discuss the fate of neutrinos in the mirrored sector. In the Standard Model sector, we assume the
seesaw mechanism to explain the small neutrino mass [27]. If the same mechanism works in the mirrored sector, the
neutrino masses in the mirrored sector, m⌫0 , get enhanced by
m⌫0 =
v2EW 0
v2EW
⇥m⌫ . (18)
As we will discuss in the next section, we mainly consider that v0EW /vEW   1 to make the axion heavy enough, i.e.
ma & O(100)MeV. Thus, the neutrino masses generated by the seesaw mechanism are much larger than those in
the Standard Model sector. Eventually, the relic density of the mirrored neutrino exceeds the observed dark matter
density in most parameter region.14 In order to evade this problem, the seesaw mechanism should not work in the
mirrored sector. This can be achieved by turning o↵ spontaneous breaking of the B   L symmetry in the mirrored
sector (see discussion in the next section) and making the Majorana mass of the right-handed neutrino in the mirrored
sector vanish.
Once the seesaw mechanism is turned o↵ in the mirrored sector, neutrinos in the mirrored sector obtain the Dirac
neutrino mass,
m⌫0 ⇠
✓
MRm⌫
v2EW
◆1/2
⇥ vEW 0 , (19)
which can be much heavier than the pion in the mirrored sector. Here, MR denotes the mass of the right-handed
neutrino in the Standard Model sector. With these large masses, mirrored neutrinos immediately decay into a pair
of the electron and the pion in the mirrored sector, ⌫0 ! e0 + ⇡0. Therefore, neutrinos in the mirrored sector do not
cause cosmological problems as long as the seesaw mechanism in the mirrored sector is turned o↵.
Next, let us consider nucleons in the mirrored sector. Due to their large annihilation cross sections into mirrored
pions, the abundance of mirrored nucleons is highly suppressed,
⌦N 0h
2 ⇠ 10 5
⇣mN 0
TeV
⌘2
. (20)
13 The freeze-out temperature of the mirrored photon production via o↵-shell exchanges of the axion is much higher than the QCD scale
even for fa ' 1TeV.
14 Even if the abundance is lower than the observed dark matter density, there is a hot dark matter constraint,
P
m⌫0 . 10–20 eV [28],
which amounts to vEW 0 . 10⇥ vEW .
For mν’ > O(100)keV, the ν’ density exceeds the observed dark matter 
density!
Cosmological Constraints
 Neutrino’ Abundance
In the Standard Model sector, we assume the seesaw mechanism 
as the origin of the neutrino mass.
Seesaw mechanism is also good to explain the Baryon asymmetry 
via Leptogenesis.
Cosmological Constraints
 Neutrino’ Abundance
In this case, ν’ becomes heavy and they decay into π’
We ``turn oﬀ “ the seesaw’ mechanism (by a trick of Z2 breaking ):
ν’ → π’ + e’  
and hence, no contribution to the dark matter density !
ν’  in SM’ are Dirac neutrinos:    mν’ = yν’ vEW’
No Baryon’ asymmetry in the SM’ sector ! 
It solves the over closure problem by the stable Baryon’  dark matter. 
Dark Matter Candidates
When the spontaneous breaking of the B0   L0 symmetry is turned o↵, thermal leptoge-
nesis [42] [see 43–45, for review] does not take place in the mirrored sector. Accordingly,
there is no B0 asymmetry in the mirrored sector when the B asymmetry in the Standard
Model sector is provided by thermal leptogenesis. This feature is important for the N 0 relic
density not to exceed the observed dark matter density even for m0N   1GeV.
In this set up, ⌫ 0s obtain the Dirac neutrino masses via the Yukawa interaction to the
Higgs boson. Depending on the Yukawa coupling, ⌫ 0s can be lighter or heavier than ⇡0±.
When (at least one of) ⌫ 0s are lighter than ⇡0±, ⇡0± decays into a pair of charged lepton0 and
⌫ 0. On the other hand, ⇡0± becomes stable when all the ⌫ 0s are heavier than ⇡0±. Therefore,
the stable particles in the mirrored sector are8<:  0 , e0 , ⇡0± , N 0 , (for m0⌫ > m0⇡±) , 0 , e0 , ⌫ 0 , N 0 , (for m0⌫ < m0⇡±) . (7)
In the following, we discuss whether we have good dark matter candidates in each possibility.
Let us comment here that m0⌫ ⌧ m0⇡± can be automatically achieved if there are only two
generations of the right-handed neutrinos in each sector. In fact, the lightest ⌫ and ⌫ 0 are
both massless. It should be also noted that two generations of the right-handed neutrinos
are enough for successful thermal leptogenesis in the Standard Model sector [46–49].
B. Masses of Dark Matter Candidates
In Fig. 2, we show the masses of the stable particles. The average nucleon mass is ap-
proximately estimated by
mN 0 ⌘
m0n +m
0
p
2
'
✓
mn +mp
2
  3m¯
◆
⇥ ⇤
0
QCD
⇤QCD
+ 3m¯⇥ v
0
EW
vEW
, (8)
where m¯ is an average of the u and d quark masses, mu = 2.2
+0.6
 0.4MeV and md =
4.7+0.5 0.4MeV [50].
7 The N 0 masses are dominated by the masses of the quark0 when the
quark0 masses are heavier than ⇤0QCD.
8
7 There is an O(1) ambiguity for the quark0 mass contributions for ⇤0QCD ⌧ m¯0. However, the contributions
from the quark0 mass to m0N is only important when the quark
0 mass is larger than ⇤0QCD, where nucleon
mass can be approximated by 3⇥ m¯0.
8 For v0EW   105 6 ⇥ vEW , m0 can be smaller than m0u,d for fa ' 103GeV. In such region, the lightest
baryon consists of  0s, and hence, the N 0 mass in the figure for v0EW   105 6⇥ vEW should not be taken
literally.
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Still we ave many stable particles in the mirrored sector ! 
Axion is too heavy and too short lived to be a dark matter candidate…
Can they be dark matter candidates ?
Dark Matter Candidates
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FIG. 2. Contour plots of the masses of N 0, ⇡0± and e0. The gray, blue and red shaded regions are
the same with the ones in Fig. 1. The axion decay constant fa does not a↵ect the masses of the
stable particles, which only shifts the blue shaded regions. In the green shaded region of the mass
of N 0, p0 is lighter than n0, while n0 is lighter in the other region.
C. Dark Matter Candidates For m0⌫ > m0⇡±
First, let us discuss dark matter candidates for m0⌫ > m⇡± , where n
0, p0, ⇡0± and e0
are stable. To explain the observed dark matter density, ⌦h2 ' 0.1198 ± 0.0015 [52], the
averaged annihilation cross section of dark matter should be of
h vi ⇠ 3⇥ 10 26cm3/s , (15)
[53] (see also [54].) In Fig. 3, we show the annihilation cross sections of N 0, ⇡0±, and e0 as
functions of ⇤0QCD and v
0
EW.
In the figure, we assume that the annihilation cross section of N 0 into ⇡0s saturates the
so-called unitarity limit [55],
h vreli ⇠ 8⇡
m02N
, (16)
where we approximate v2rel ' 1/4. From the left panel of Fig. 3, we find that N 0 provides the
observed dark matter density for mN 0 ⇠ 100TeV if they are the sole dark matter candidate.
In the central panel of the figure, we show the annihilation cross section of ⇡0± into a pair
of  0 and into a pair of ⇡00. The averaged annihilation cross section of ⇡0± into  0 is given
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FIG. 3. Contour plots of the annihilation cross sections of N 0, ⇡0± and e0. The gray, red, and green
sh ded regions are he same with the ones in Fig. 2. In the l ft panel, N 0s annihilate into a pair of
⇡0s. In the central panel, ⇡± annihilates into a pair of  0 ( olid) and into a pair of ⇡0 (dashed) in
the regio of m0⇡± > m
0
u +m
0
d. In the heavy quark
0 region, we show the annihilation cross section
of d0 into a pair of gluon0s. In the right panel, e0s annihilate into a pair of  0s.
by,
h vreli =
⇡↵02QED
m02⇡±
. (17)
The annihilation cross section into ⇡00 is, on the other hand, given by
h vreli ' 1
16⇡
9
4m02⇡±
m04⇡±
f 04⇡
(s  4m02⇡0)1/2
2m0⇡0
, (18)
where s ' 4m02⇡±(1 + v2rel/4) (see e.g. [56]). In the central panel of the figure, those cross
sections are shown by the solid lines and the orange dashed lines, respectively. The figure
shows that the cross section of O(10 26) cm3/s is achieved for m0⇡± ' 400GeV when the
mode into  0’s is dominant and m0⇡± = O(1)TeV when the mode into ⇡00’s is dominant.
In the heavy quark0 region, we also show the annihilation cross section of d0 into gluon0’s,
h vreli ' 55
216
⇡↵02QCD
m02d
. (19)
Here, the fine structure constant of QCD0 is estimated by
↵0QCD '
 
11
2⇡
log
m0d
⇤0QCD
! 1
. (20)
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The mass di↵erence between the neutron0 (n0) and the proton0 (p0) is estimated by
mn0  mp0 '  mQEDn p ⇥
⇤0QCD
⇤QCD
+ N(md  mu)⇥ v
0
EW
vEW
, (9)
where  mQEDn p denotes the electromagnetic contribution to the n–p mass di↵erence, and N
parameterizes the isospin-violating contribution. As leading order approximations, we use
the central values of the Standard Model [51]
 mQEDn p =  0.178+0.0004 0.064 GeV ⇥ ↵QED , (10)
N = 0.95
+0.08
 0.06 . (11)
Remarkably, n0 can be lighter than p0 when ⇤0QCD becomes very large. In fact, in the green
shaded region in Fig. 2, p0 is lighter than n0, while n0 is lighter in the other region. It should
be also noted that the mass di↵erence is smaller than m0⇡± in the entire parameter region,
and hence, both of p0 and n0 are stable for m0⌫ > m
0
⇡± . If one of the neutrino
0 mass and m0e
is light enough, on the other hand, the heavier N 0 can decay into the lighter one.
The mass of ⇡00 is estimated to be
m02⇡0 ' m2⇡0 ⇥
⇤0QCD
⇤QCD
v0EW
vEW
(12)
for m0u+m
0
d < m
0
⇡0 . For m
0
u,m
0
d & ⇤0, It is dominated by m0u+m0d in the heavy quark mass
region.9 The mass of ⇡± is, on the other hand, given by,
m02⇡± ' m02⇡0 + ↵0QED⇤02QCD , (13)
where ↵0QED is the fine-structure constant of the QED
0.
Finally, the mass of e0 is given by,
m0e = me ⇥
v0EW
vEW
. (14)
It should be noted that the µ0 decays into 3e0 via box diagrams in which W ’ boson circulate.
Thus, µ0 cannot be a candidate for dark matter.
9 In the parameter region where m0 is smaller than m
0
u,d, the lightest meson consist of  
0. Thus, again,
the mass of the pion in the figure should not be taken literally.
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Electron’ Mass e-’ + e+’ →γ‘+ γ’
The figure shows that the cross section of O(10 26) cm3/s is obtained for m0d = O(1)TeV.
It should be noted that the cross sections in Eqs. (18) and (19) receive large higher order
corrections for ⇤0QCD ⇠ m0u+m0d, and hence, their values at ⇤0QCD ⇠ m0u+m0d are not reliable.
Fi ally, we also show the annihilation cross section of e0 into a pair of  0s. The annihilation
cross section of e0 into  0 is given by,
h vreli =
⇡↵02QED
2m02e
. (21)
The cross section of O(10 26) cm3/s is achieved for m0e ' 300GeV.
Altogether, we show the parameter region where the observed dark matter density is
explained in Fig. 4 (green band). To reflect our ignorance of the precise relation between
the mass parameters (⇤0QCD, v
0
EW) with physical mass parameters and the interaction rates
of hadron0, we show the parameter region where ⌦h2 = 0.03–0.3 is achieved. As the figure
shows, the observed dark matter density can be explained by ⇡0± with a mass in the TeV
range for m0⇡± > m
0
u + m
0
d (i.e. the vertical brach of the green band). The dark matter
density can be also explained by e0 with a mass around 300GeV for ⇤0QCD/⇤QCD ' 103–104
GeV on the horizontal branch of the green band. In the heavy quark0 region, dark matter
consists of the mixture of the quark0 with a mass in the TeV range and e0 with a mass around
300GeV.10 The relic density of N 0 is subdominant in the favored region.
It should be noted that dark matter components which annihilate into ⇡00’s may lead the
Standard Model jet via the a–⇡00 mixing with a mixing angle of O(f 0⇡/fa). Furthermore, the
annihilation cross section is significantly enhanced when the dark matter velocity becomes
small since ⇡0± couples to the massless  0.11 The kinetic decoupling of darkly-charged dark
matter takes place at around the temperature of the Standard Model sector to be,
Tkd ⇠ 0.5 keV ⇥ ⇠ 7/3
⇣ mDM
100GeV
⌘5/3
, (22)
for ↵0QED ' 1/137. Here, ⇠ denotes the ratio between the temperatures of the mirrored
sector and the Standard Model sector,
⇠ ⌘ Tmirror
T
=
✓
gmirror⇤S (TD)
gmirror⇤S (⇠Tkd))
◆1/3✓
g⇤S(Tkd)
g⇤S(TD)
◆1/3
, (23)
10 The quark0 eventually confined into charged mesons. Here, we assume that the QCD0 dynamics which
takes place after the dark matter freeze-out does not a↵ect the quark0 number density significantly (see
e.g. discussions in [57, 58] ).
11 For enhanced annihilation rate via the bound state formation, see [25, 59–62]
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FIG. 2. Contour plots of the masses of N 0, ⇡0± and e0. The gray, blue and red shaded regions are
the same with the ones in Fig. 1. The axion decay constant fa does not a↵ect the masses of the
stable particles, which only shifts the blue shaded regions. In the green shaded region of the mass
of N 0, p0 is lighter than n0, while n0 is lighter in the other region.
C. Dark Matter Candidates For m0⌫ > m0⇡±
First, let us discuss dark matter candidates for m0⌫ > m⇡± , where n
0, p0, ⇡0± and e0
are stable. To explain the observed dark matter density, ⌦h2 ' 0.1198 ± 0.0015 [52], the
averaged annihilation cross section of dark matter should be of
h vi ⇠ 3⇥ 10 26cm3/s , (15)
[53] (see also [54].) In Fig. 3, we show the annihilation cross sections of N 0, ⇡0±, and e0 as
functions of ⇤0QCD and v
0
EW.
In the figure, we assume that the annihilation cross section of N 0 into ⇡0s saturates the
so-called unitarity limit [55],
h vreli ⇠ 8⇡
m02N
, (16)
where we approximate v2rel ' 1/4. From the left panel of Fig. 3, we find that N 0 provides the
observed dark matter density for mN 0 ⇠ 100TeV if they are the sole dark matter candidate.
In the central panel of the figure, we show the annihilation cross section of ⇡0± into a pair
of  0 and into a pair of ⇡00. The averaged annihilation cross section of ⇡0± into  0 is given
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The mass di↵erence between the neutron0 (n0) and the proton0 (p0) is estimated by
mn0  mp0 '  mQEDn p ⇥
⇤0QCD
⇤QCD
+ N(md  mu)⇥ v
0
EW
vEW
, (9)
where  mQEDn p denotes the electromagnetic contribution to the n–p mass di↵erence, and N
parameterizes the isospin-violating contribution. As leading order approximations, we use
the central values of the Standard Model [51]
 mQEDn p =  0.178+0.0004 0.064 GeV ⇥ ↵QED , (10)
N = 0.95
+0.08
 0.06 . (11)
Remarkably, n0 can be lighter than p0 when ⇤0QCD becomes very large. In fact, in the green
shaded region in Fig. 2, p0 is lighter than n0, while n0 is lighter in the other region. It should
be also noted that the mass di↵erence is smaller than m0⇡± in the entire parameter region,
and hence, both of p0 and n0 are stable for m0⌫ > m
0
⇡± . If one of the neutrino
0 mass and m0e
is light enough, on the other hand, the heavier N 0 can decay into the lighter one.
The mass of ⇡00 is estimated to be
m02⇡0 ' m2⇡0 ⇥
⇤0QCD
⇤QCD
v0EW
vEW
(12)
for m0u+m
0
d < m
0
⇡0 . For m
0
u,m
0
d & ⇤0, It is dominated by m0u+m0d in the heavy quark mass
region.9 The mass of ⇡± is, on the other hand, given by,
m02⇡± ' m02⇡0 + ↵0QED⇤02QCD , (13)
where ↵0QED is the fine-structure constant of the QED
0.
Finally, the mass of e0 is given by,
m0e = me ⇥
v0EW
vEW
. (14)
It should be noted that the µ0 decays into 3e0 via box diagrams in which W ’ boson circulate.
Thus, µ0 cannot be a candidate for dark matter.
9 In the parameter region where m0 is smaller than m
0
u,d, the lightest meson consist of  
0. Thus, again,
the mass of the pion in the figure should not be taken literally.
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The mass di↵erence between the neutron0 (n0) and the proton0 (p0) is estimated by
mn0  mp0 '  mQEDn p ⇥
⇤0QCD
⇤QCD
+ N(md  mu)⇥ v
0
EW
vEW
, (9)
where  mQEDn p denotes the electromagnetic contribution to the n–p mass di↵erence, and N
parameterizes the isospin-violating contribution. As leading order approximations, we use
the central values of the Standard Model [51]
 mQEDn p =  0.178+0.0004 0.064 GeV ⇥ ↵QED , (10)
N = 0.95
+0.08
 0.06 . (11)
Remarkably, n0 can be lighter than p0 when ⇤0QCD becomes very large. In fact, in the green
shaded region in Fig. 2, p0 is lighter than n0, while n0 is lighter in the other region. It should
be also noted that the mass di↵erence is smaller than m0⇡± in the entire parameter region,
and hence, both of p0 and n0 are stable for m0⌫ > m
0
⇡± . If one of the neutrino
0 mass and m0e
is light enough, on the other hand, the heavier N 0 can decay into the lighter one.
The mass of ⇡00 is estimated to be
m02⇡0 ' m2⇡0 ⇥
⇤0QCD
⇤QCD
v0EW
vEW
(12)
for m0u+m
0
d < m
0
⇡0 . For m
0
u,m
0
d & ⇤0, It is dominated by m0u+m0d in the heavy quark mass
region.9 The mass of ⇡± is, on the other hand, given by,
m02⇡± ' m02⇡0 + ↵0QED⇤02QCD , (13)
where ↵0QED is the fine-structure constant of the QED
0.
Finally, the mass of e0 is given by,
m0e = e ⇥
v0EW
vEW
. (14)
It should be noted that the µ0 decays into 3e0 via box diagrams in which W ’ boson circulate.
Thus, µ0 cannot be a candidate for dark matter.
9 In the parameter region where m0 is smaller than m
0
u,d, the lightest meson consist of  
0. Thus, again,
the mass of the pion in the figure should not be taken literally.
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FIG. 3. Contour plots of the annihilation cross sections of N 0, ⇡0± and e0. The gray, red, and green
shad d regions are the same with the ones in Fig. 2. In the left panel, N 0s annihilate into a pair of
⇡0s. In the central panel, ⇡± annihilates into a pair of  0 (solid) and into a pair of ⇡0 (dashed) in
the region of m0⇡± > m
0
u +m
0
d. In the heavy quark
0 region, we show the annihilation cross section
of d0 into a pair of gluon0s. In the right panel, e0s annihilate into a pair of  0s.
h vreli =
⇡↵02QED
m02⇡±
. (17)
The annihilation cross section into ⇡00 is, on the other hand, given by
h vreli ' 1
16⇡
9
4m02⇡±
m04⇡±
f 04⇡
(s  4m02⇡0)1/2
2m0⇡0
, (18)
where s ' 4m02⇡±(1 + v2rel/4) (see e.g. [56]). In the central panel of the figure, those cross
sec ions are shown by the olid lines and the or ge dashed lines, respectively. The figure
shows that the cross section of O(10 26) cm3/s is achieved for m0⇡± ' 400GeV when the
mode into  0’s is dominant and m0⇡± = O(1)TeV when the mode into ⇡00’s is dominant.
In the heavy quark0 region, we also show the annihilation cross section of d0 into gluon0’s,
h vreli ' 55
216
⇡↵02QCD
m02d
. (19)
Here, the fine structure constant of QCD0 is estimated by
↵0QCD '
 
11
2⇡
log
m0d
⇤0QCD
! 1
. (20)
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                                 → jets (red solid)
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FIG. 3. Contour plots of the annihilation cross sections of N 0, ⇡0± and e0. The gray, red, and green
shaded regions are the same with the ones in Fig. 2. In the left panel, N 0s annihilate into a pair of
⇡0s. In the central panel, ⇡± annihilates into a pair of  0 (solid) and into a pair of ⇡0 (dashed) in
the region of m0⇡± > m
0
u +m
0
d. In the heavy quark
0 region, we show the annihilation cross section
of d0 into a pair of gluon0s. In the right panel, e0s annihilate into a pair of  0s.
by,
h vreli =
⇡↵02QED
m02⇡±
. (17)
The annihilation cross section into ⇡00 is, on the other hand, given by
h vreli ' 1
16⇡
9
4m02⇡±
m04⇡±
f 04⇡
(s  4m02⇡0)1/2
2m0⇡0
, (18)
where s ' 4m02⇡±(1 + v2rel/4) (see e.g. [56]). In the central panel of the figure, those cross
sections are shown by the solid lines and the orange dashed lines, respectively. The figure
shows that the cross section of O(10 26) cm3/s is achieved for m0⇡± ' 400GeV when the
mode into  0’s is dominant and m0⇡± = O(1)TeV when the mode into ⇡00’s is dominant.
In the heavy quark0 region, we also show the annihilation cross section of d0 into gluon0’s,
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. (19)
Here, the fine structure constant of QCD0 is estimated by
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FIG. 2. Contour plots of the masses of N 0, ⇡0± and e0. The gray, blue and red shaded regions are
the same with the ones in Fig. 1. The axion decay constant fa does not a↵ect the masses of the
stable particles, which only shifts the blue shaded regions. In the green shaded region of the mass
of N 0, p0 is lighter than n0, while n0 is lighter in the other region.
C. Dark Matter Candidates For m0⌫ > m0⇡±
First, let us discuss dark matter candidates for m0⌫ > m⇡± , where n
0, p0, ⇡0± and e0
are stable. To explain the observed dark matter density, ⌦h2 ' 0.1198 ± 0.0015 [52], the
averaged annihilation cross section of dark matter should be of
h vi ⇠ 3⇥ 10 26cm3/s , (15)
[53] (see also [54].) In Fig. 3, we show the annihilation cross sections of N 0, ⇡0±, and e0 as
functions of ⇤0QCD and v
0
EW.
In the figure, we assume that the annihila ion cross sectio of N 0 into ⇡0s saturates the
so-called unitarity limit [55],
h vreli ⇠ 8⇡
m02N
, (16)
where we approximate v2rel ' 1/4. From the left panel of Fig. 3, we find that N 0 provides the
observed dark matter density for mN 0 ⇠ 100TeV if they are the sole dark matter candidate.
In the central panel of the figure, we show the annihilation cross section of ⇡0± into a pair
of  0 and into a pair of ⇡00. The averaged annihilation cross section of ⇡0± into  0 is given
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averaged annihilation cross section of dark matter should be of
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[53] (see also [54].) In Fig. 3, we show the annihilation cross sections of N 0, ⇡0±, and e0 as
functions of ⇤0QCD and v
0
EW.
In the figure, we assume that the annihilation cross section of N 0 into ⇡0s saturates the
so-called unitarity limit [55],
h vreli ⇠ 8⇡
m02N
, (16)
where we approximate v2rel ' 1/4. From the left panel of Fig. 3, we find that N 0 provides the
observed dark matter density for mN 0 ⇠ 100TeV if they are the sole dark matter candidate.
In the central panel of the figure, we show the annihilation cross section of ⇡0± into a pair
of  0 and into a pair of ⇡00. The averaged annihilation cross section of ⇡0± into  0 is given
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saturating the unitarity limit
The mass di↵erence between the neutron0 (n0) and the proton0 (p0) is estimated by
mn0  mp0 '  mQEDn p ⇥
⇤0QCD
⇤QCD
+ N(md  mu)⇥ v
0
EW
vEW
, (9)
where  mQEDn p denotes the electromagnetic contribution to the n–p mass di↵erence, and N
parameterizes the isospin-violating contribution. As leading order approximations, we use
the central values of the Standard Model [51]
 mQEDn p =  0.178+0.0004 0.064 GeV ⇥ ↵QED , (10)
N = 0.95
+0.08
 0.06 . (11)
Remarkably, n0 can be lighter than p0 when ⇤0QCD becomes very large. In fact, in the green
shaded region in Fig. 2, p0 is lighter than n0, while n0 is lighter in the other region. It should
be also noted that the mass di↵erence is smaller than m0⇡± in the entire parameter region,
and hence, both of p0 and n0 are stable for m0⌫ > m
0
⇡± . If one of the neutrino
0 mass and m0e
is light enough, on the other hand, the heavier N 0 can decay into the lighter one.
The mass of ⇡00 is estimated to be
m02⇡0 ' m2⇡0 ⇥
⇤0QCD
⇤QCD
v0EW
vEW
(12)
for m0u+m
0
d < m
0
⇡0 . For m
0
u,m
0
d & ⇤0, It is dominated by m0u+m0d in the heavy quark mass
region.9 The mass of ⇡± is, on the other hand, given by,
m02⇡± ' m02⇡0 + ↵0QED⇤02QCD , (13)
where ↵0QED is the fine-structure constant of the QED
0.
Finally, the mass of e0 is given by,
m0e = me ⇥
v0EW
vEW
. (14)
It should be noted that the µ0 decays into 3e0 via box diagrams in which W ’ boson circulate.
Thus, µ0 cannot be a candidate for dark matter.
9 In the parameter region where m0 is smaller than m
0
u,d, the lightest meson consist of  
0. Thus, again,
the mass of the pion in the figure should not be taken literally.
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FIG. 4. The parameter region where the observed dark matter density is explained (green band)
for given fa for m0⌫ > m0⇡± . There, the dominant components of the dark matter are ⇡
0±, e0 and
e0 and ⇡0± for the vertical, curved and horizontal regions, respectively. The contour plot of the
axion mass is also shown. The gray shaded regions are the same with the ones in Fig. 1. The
areas enclosed by the red and blue dashed lines are excluded by the the constraints on the dark
matter annihilation from CMB observations. The green band is not a↵ected by fa, while the CMB
constraints get stringent for a smaller fa.
with g⇤S and gmirror⇤S being the degrees of freedom of the Standard Model sector and the
mirrored sector, respectively. Thus, for example, the dark matter velocity at around the
recombination time of the Standard Model sector is given by,
vDM ⇠ 10 7 ⇥ ⇠1/6
✓
100GeV
mDM
◆
, (24)
with which the cross section is enhanced by the Sommerfeld enhancement factor,
S ' ⇡↵
0
QED/vDM
1  e ⇡↵0QED/vDM . (25)
It should be noted that the dark matter annihilation rate at around the recombination
time is significantly constrained from CMB observations [63–72];
1
2
h vreli . 4⇥ 10 25 cm3/s⇥
✓
0.1
fe↵
◆⇣ mDM
100GeV
⌘
, (26)
at 95%C.L. [73]. Here, we use the e ciency factor fe↵ ' 0.1 which is the half of the one
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Ωh2 ~ 0.1 
Sommerfeld Enhanced π++π - → π0’+ a ( a → SM ) 
ΔNe
ﬀ =
 2/3
e’ , π±’ 
DM dominant
(n’, p’) DM dominant
π±’ DM dominant
CMB Constraints on the annihilation cross-section @ recombination
[see e.g. ’16  Bringmann,  Kahlhoefer,  Schmidt-Hoberg, Walia]
Sommerfeld Enhanced p++p - → π0’+ a ( a → SM ) 
Dark Matter = Darkly Charged !
Dark Matter Candidates
Are  Darkly Charged DM consistent ?
Long range forces aﬀect dwarf Spheroidal galaxies such as sphericity.
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Figure 4: Constraints on the darkly-charged dark matter parameter space in themX ↵D plane. Note
that the constraints aside from relic abundance have the caveats discussed in the text and should not
be taken as strict bounds on the parameter space. The ellipticity constraints (discussed in section 3.1)
are presented as two curves: the original Ref. [8] calculation [dashed yellow], and the more complete
(though still uncertain) calculation that includes the radius dependent constraints on ellipticity from
figure 3 [red]. We also show the constraint from evaporation of Milky Way dwarf galaxies from Ref. [53]
and discussed in section 3.2 [dot-dashed blue]. We also display the Bullet cluster bound adopted from
Ref. [49] and discussed in section 3.3 [purple]. Finally, we show the mX   ↵D curve for which the
freeze-out mechanism discussed in section 2.1 produces the correct relic density for darkly-charged
dark matter [green], which includes the e↵ects of Sommerfeld enhancement.
Putting all these factors together:
f =
3
2|{z}
log⇤
⇥ 2|{z}
d /d⌦
⇥ 3|{z}
⇢
= 9 (3.26)
introduces additional uncertainty – up to an order of magnitude in the cross section and a factor of a
few in the mass, for example. However, Ref. [53] have chosen to understate their bound by a factor of
about 4, and so numerically the bound does not change by more than a factor of 2.
However, the bound is in fact even more subtle. The above calculation takes into account multiple
scattering of an individual dark matter particle with multiple halo particles. But it neglects the
interactions of the dark matter particles inside the dwarf – where dark matter is far denser and slower
– leading to core formation and potential core collapse, as discussed in section 4.1 below. Allowing
for this e↵ect redistributes energy so that rather than eventually lifting a particle to escape velocity,
the multiple scatterings of all dark matter particles can redistribute dark matter in the dwarf galaxy
itself. How this does so requires a full detailed calculation. But it seems likely that dwarfs will pu↵
– 11 –
[’16 Agrawal, Cyr-Racine, Randall, Scholtz ]
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e’ π' DM
Our model is at least consistent with the sphericity constraint…
More should be studied suc  s cor  formation in dSph…
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FIG. 5. The parameter region where the observed dark matter density is explained (green band)
for given fa in the presence of a very light ⌫ 0. There, the dominant components of the dark matter
are n0, e0 and e0 and  0++ for the vertical, curved and horizontal regions, respectively. The contour
plot of the axion mass is also shown. The gray, blue, red and green shaded regions are the same
with the ones in Fig. 1. The areas enclosed by the red and blue dashed lines are excluded by the
the constraints on the dark matter annihilation from CMB observations.
As a notable di↵erence from the case with m0⌫ > m
0
⇡± , there is a parameter region where
dark matter mainly consists of neutral particle n0 while p0 decays away. Since n0 does not
couple to a long range force, this parameter region is free from the CMB constraints on the
annihilation cross section at around the recombination time as well as other constraints on
the self-interactions of dark matter.
Before closing this section, let us comment that the CMB constraints on the annihilation
cross section at around the recombination time as well as other constraints on the self-
interactions of dark matter can be easily evaded if U(1)0QED is spontaneously broken and  
0
obtains a finite mass. Such spontaneous breaking is easily achieved when each sector has two
Higgs doublets. There, the U(1)0QED can be broken with appropriate couplings between the
two Higgs doublets in the two sectors. In this case, entire regions on the green band in Fig. 5
are viable to explain the observed dark matter density with no long-range interactions.14
14 Here, we assume that m0  < m0e so that e0 can annihilate into  0. It is also noted that ⇡0± decays into a
pair of massive  0’s.
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Dark Matter Candidates
Ωh2 ~ 0.1 
e’ DM dominant
n’ DM dominant
If we allow the lightest ν’ very light π± and p can decay.
 π’ → e’ + ν’  p’ → n’ + e’ + ν’  
mp
’ <
 mn
’
mn
’ <
 mp
’
Neut on‘ DM at 100TeV is also possible !
Dark Matter Candidates
Constraints on 100TeV Neutron’ DM?
n’+ n’ → π0’+ a ( a → SM ) 
Annihilation into the SM  though the axion : 
with the WIMP cross section ( ~ 10-26cm3/s )
→ to small to be constrained. 
Direct Detection 
S
|n’><n’|
<N| |N>
g’g’
gg
q
q’
→ to small to be constrained. 
Nucleon-Nucleon’ cross section :
Dark Matter Candidates
Constraints on 100TeV Neutron’ DM?
Decay via Planck suppressed proton decay operator ?
able to improve the limit on the annihilation cross section at around the recombination time.
The darkly-charged dark matter candidates can also be strengthen if future observations of
dark halo structure reveal that dark matter should have a long-range force.
Another dark matter candidate, n0 in the hundreds TeV range, also annihilates into
the axion through the a–⇡00 mixing. By assuming the total annihilation cross section in
Eq. (15), the annihilation cross section into the axion is of O(10 28) cm3/s. Such a cross
section is much lower than the current constraints from the antiproton to proton ratio in
the cosmic ray [82, 83] measured by AMS-02 [84].15 It is also lower than the constraints
from the continuous gamma ray spectrum from the dwarf spheroidal galaxies measured by
Fermi-LAT [85].
Finally, let us consider the “nucleon0 decay” as an intriguing probe of the n0 dark matter
candidate in the hundreds TeV range. Since the B and B0 symmetries are global symme-
tries, they are expected to be broken at le st by Planck suppressed operators as generically
expected in quantum gravity. Thus, thr ugh the Planck suppressed dimension six operators
for example, the decay rate of n0 into ⌫ 0 and ⇡00 is roughly given by
 (n0 ! ⌫ 0 + ⇡00) ⇠ 1
32⇡
m5N 0
M4PL
, (33)
where MPL ' 2.4⇥ 1018GeV is the reduced Planck scale.16 A fraction of n0 decays also into
axion through the a–⇡00 mixing of O(f 0⇡/fa), which subsequently decays into the QCD jets.
Altoghether, the lifetime of n0 divided by the branching ratio into the axion is roughly given
by,
⌧(n0 ! ⌫ 0 + a) ⇠ 1028 s⇥
✓
100TeV
mN 0
◆5✓ fa
100TeV
◆2✓10TeV
f 0⇡
◆2
. (34)
The decay of dark matter into QCD jets is constrained from the observations of the
extragalactic gamma-ray background (EGRB) [86–89]. The constraint on the lifetime of n0
decaying into QCD jet can be read from [89]
⌧(n0 ! ⌫ 0 + a) & 1028 s⇥
✓
⌦n0
⌦DM
◆
. (35)
15 Here, we roughly translate the constraints in [82, 83] for the dark matter model annihilating into bb¯ and
W+W  for Ma & O(1)GeV. For a lighter axion, it does not lead to anti-proton signals, and hence, the
constraints are much weaker.
16 For a rough estimation, we neglect uncertainties in hadronic matrix elements.
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The darkly-charged dark matter candidates can also be strengthen if future observations of
dark halo structure reveal that dark matter should have a long-range force.
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, (33)
where MPL ' 2.4⇥ 1018GeV is the reduced Planck scale.16 A fraction of n0 decays also into
axion through the a–⇡00 mixing of O(f 0⇡/fa), which subsequently decays into the QCD jets.
Altoghether, the lifetime of n0 divided by the branching ratio into the axion is roughly given
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extragalactic gamma-ray background (EGRB) [86–89]. The constraint on the lifetime of n0
decaying into QCD jet can be read from [89]
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. (35)
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W+W  for Ma & O(1)GeV. For a lighter axion, it does not lead to anti-proton signals, and hence, the
constraints are much weaker.
16 For a rough estimation, we neglect uncertainties in hadronic matrix elements.
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able to improve the limit on the annihilation cross section at around the recombination time.
The darkly-charged dark matter candidates can also be strengthen if future observations of
dark halo structure reveal that dark matter should have a long-range force.
Another dark matter candidate, n0 in the hundreds TeV range, also annihilates into
the axion through the a–⇡00 mixing. By assuming the total annihilation cross section in
Eq. (15), the annihilation cross section into the axion is of O(10 28) cm3/s. Such a cross
section is much lower than the current constraints from the antiproton to proton ratio in
the cosmic r y [82, 83] measured by AMS-02 [84].15 It is also low r than the constraints
from the conti uous gamma ray spectrum from t e dwarf spheroidal galaxies measured by
Fermi-LAT [85].
Finally, let us consider th “nucleon0 decay” as an intriguing probe of the n0 dark matter
candidate in the hundreds TeV range. Since the B and B0 symmetries are global symme-
tries, they are expected to be broken at least by Planck suppressed operators as generically
expected in quantum gravity. Thus, through the Planck suppressed dimension six operators
for example, the decay rate of n0 into ⌫ 0 and ⇡00 is roughly given by
 (n0 ! ⌫ 0 + ⇡00) ⇠ 1
32⇡
m5N 0
M4PL
, (33)
where MPL ' 2.4⇥ 1018GeV is the red ced Planck scale.16 A fraction of n0 decays also into
axion through the a–⇡00 mixing of O(f 0⇡/fa), which subsequently decays into the QCD jets.
Altoghether, the lifetime of n0 divided by the branching ratio into the axion is roughly given
by,
⌧(n0 ! ⌫ 0 + a) 100TeV
N 0
◆5✓ fa
10 TeV
◆2✓10TeV
f 0⇡
◆2
. (34)
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decaying into QCD jet can be read from [89]
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◆
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16 For rough estimation, w neglect uncertainties in hadronic matrix elements.
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→ can be test d by the extra-galactic gamma ray 
background (EGRB) observation !
cf. For DM → W+ + W-   (MDM = 10TeV)
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by the Fer i-LAT observation.
[Not very precise comparison : mn’= 100TeV, final state = gluon]
[e.g. ’16 Ando, Ishiwata]
Dark Matter Candidates
Constraints on 100TeV Neutron’ DM?
Decay via Planck suppressed proton decay operator ?
able to improve the limit on the annihilation cross section at around the recombination time.
The darkly-charged dark matter candidates can also be strengthen if future observations of
dark halo structure reveal that dark matter should have a long-range force.
Another dark matter candidate, n0 in the hundreds TeV range, also annihilates into
the axion through the a–⇡00 mixing. By assuming the total annihilation cross section in
Eq. (15), the annihilation cross section into the axion is of O(10 28) cm3/s. Such a cross
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from the continuous gamma ray spectrum from the dwarf spheroidal galaxies measured by
Fermi-LAT [85].
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The decay of dark matter into QCD jets is constrained from the observations of the
extragalactic gamma-ray background (EGRB) [86–89]. The constraint on the lifetime of n0
decaying into QCD jet can be read from [89]
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◆
. (35)
15 Here, we roughly translate the constraints in [82, 83] for the dark matter model annihilating into bb¯ and
W+W  for Ma & O(1)GeV. For a lighter axion, it does not lead to anti-proton signals, and hence, the
constraints are much weaker.
16 For a rough estimation, we neglect uncertainties in hadronic matrix elements.
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dark halo structure reveal that dark matter should have a long-range force.
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constraints are much weaker.
16 For a rough estimation, we neglect uncertainties in hadronic matrix elements.
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able to improve the limit on the annihilation cross section at around the recombination time.
The darkly-charged dark matter candidates can also be strengthen if future observations of
dark halo structure reveal that dark matter should have a long-range force.
Another dark matter candidate, n0 in the hundreds TeV range, also annihilates into
the axion through the a–⇡00 mixing. By assuming the total annihilation cross section in
Eq. (15), the annihilation cross section into the axion is of O(10 28) cm3/s. Such a cross
section is much lower than the current constraints from the antiproton to proton ratio in
the cosmic r y [82, 83] measured by AMS-02 [84].15 It is also low r than the constraints
from the conti uous gamma ray spectrum from t e dwarf spheroidal galaxies measured by
Fermi-LAT [85].
Finally, let us consider th “nucleon0 decay” as an intriguing probe of the n0 dark matter
candidate in the hundreds TeV range. Since the B and B0 symmetries are global symme-
tries, they are expected to be broken at least by Planck suppressed operators as generically
expected in quantum gravity. Thus, through the Planck suppressed dimension six operators
for example, the decay rate of n0 into ⌫ 0 and ⇡00 is roughly given by
 (n0 ! ⌫ 0 + ⇡00) ⇠ 1
32⇡
m5N 0
M4PL
, (33)
where MPL ' 2.4⇥ 1018GeV is the red ced Planck scale.16 A fraction of n0 decays also into
axion through the a–⇡00 mixing of O(f 0⇡/fa), which subsequently decays into the QCD jets.
Altoghether, the lifetime of n0 divided by the branching ratio into the axion is roughly given
by,
⌧(n0 ! ⌫ 0 + a) 100TeV
N 0
◆5✓ fa
10 TeV
◆2✓10TeV
f 0⇡
◆2
. (34)
The decay of dark matter i to jets is constrained from the observations of the
extragalactic gamma-ray background (EGRB) [86–89]. The constraint on the lifetime of n0
decaying into QCD jet can be read from [89]
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◆
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→ can be t sted by the extra-galactic gamma ray 
b ckground (EGRB) observation !
If the proton decay in the SM is observed in near future, 
the model can be immediately excluded !
B ryon symmetry Baryon’ symmetry 
Z2
Summary :
Axion mass is dominated by the copied sector contributions 
while solving the strong CP-problem.
A heavy axion with ma >> O(100)MeV evades constraints from 
    (1) collider experiments (2) astrophysics (3) cosmology  
even for fa = O(1)TeV !   ?   Keith’s constraint fa > O(108-9) TeV
The heavy axion is durable to explicit PQ-symmetry breaking by 
Planck suppressed operators for fa = O(1)TeV.
The model provides a lot of DM candidates.
For mν’ > mπ'
DM candidate: e’ and  π±  with mDM = 300GeV - 1TeV 
They are “darkly charged” which could aﬀect  
dwarf spheroidal galaxies !
Summary :
Axion mass is dominated by the copied sector contributions 
while solving the strong CP-problem.
The heavy axion is durable to explicit PQ-symmetry breaking by 
Planck suppressed operators for fa = O(1)TeV.
The model provides a lot of DM candidates.
For a very light lightest ν’
The model can be tested by EGRB & proton decay.
Neutron’  DM with  mDM ~ 100 TeV.
A heavy axion with ma >> O(100)MeV evades constraints from 
    (1) collider experiments (2) astrophysics (3) cosmology  
even for fa = O(1)TeV !   ?   Keith’s constraint fa > O(108-9) TeV
Thank you very much for a lot of influential works !
Happy Birthday Keith !
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Dark Matter Candidates
Are  Darkly Charged DM consistent ?
A critical quantity characterizing the thermal evolution of the system is the Knudsen number
Kn =
 
R
(4.1)
defined as the ratio of mean free path   to the size of the object R. This tells us how e↵ective
scattering is within an object of a given size. For small cross sections and hence large Knudsen
numbers, Kn > 1, the conductivity is inversely proportional to Kn. Specifically, Kn   1 (  ! 0)
corresponds to essentially collisionless dark matter. For Kn & 1, heat conduction is e↵ective and
leads to core formation on galactic timescales through transfer of heat from the outer parts of the
halo to the inside. For even stronger cross sections, the direction of the heat flow can reverse [76]
and the core can undergo a collapse exhibiting gravothermal catastrophe. But for Kn ⌧ 1, (small
mean free path), heat conduction is suppressed, and hence both core formation and core collapse are
inhibited. Therefore, for extremely strong interactions the system might more closely resemble the
non-interacting one [67].
This leads to the rather remarkable possibility that su ciently strong interactions can lead to
density profiles di↵erent from either a non-interacting system or the SIDM models that have already
been studied. In our case, the cross section of interest is highly velocity dependent. In various systems,
dwarf galaxies, galaxies and clusters, we calculate a cross section for self-interactions of order
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The interaction cross section in dwarf galaxies is several orders of magnitude greater than the
value for which Ref. [39] found evidence for core collapse. For these values of the parameters, we can
estimate the Knudsen numbers in various systems,
Kn '
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(4.3)
We see that for dark matter as light and as strongly interacting as we have found is allowed, we
can be in the very small Kn regime for dwarf galaxies, with a transition to the more standard SIDM
scenario as velocity increases and density decreases. It is worth noting that if the constraints on ↵D
were an order of magnitude stronger, the smallest Knudsen numbers in the dwarf galaxies would be
O(1). Therefore, the weaker bounds in ↵D that we have found open up the small Knudsen number
region in dwarf galaxies. It is unclear without a more detailed analysis what the consequences will
be, leaving open the interesting possibility that this velocity-dependent cross section can evade other
bounds but have interesting consequences in dwarf galaxies.
One way to interpret this result is in terms of a “cut-o↵” beyond which the system goes over to
an e↵ective more weakly interacting theory, presumably by coarse-graining over the mean-free path.
Because a cuto↵ is automatically imposed by the strong interactions that occur at small velocity, this
opens the possibility of fitting to observed galaxy and galaxy cluster shapes over a wide range of scales.
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Cross-section / DM mass
mean-free path / object size
[’16 Agrawal, Cyr-Racine, Randall, Scholtz ]
Dark Matter Candidates
Nucleon’ mass
When the spontaneous breaking of the B0   L0 symmetry is turned o↵, thermal leptoge-
nesis [42] [see 43–45, for review] does not take place in the mirrored sector. Accordingly,
there is no B0 asymmetry in the mirrored sector when the B asymmetry in the Standard
Model sector is provided by thermal leptogenesis. This feature is important for the N 0 relic
density not to exceed the observed dark matter density even for m0N   1GeV.
In this set up, ⌫ 0s obtain the Dirac neutrino masses via the Yukawa interaction to the
Higgs boson. Depending on the Yukawa coupling, ⌫ 0s can be lighter or heavier than ⇡0±.
When (at least one of) ⌫ 0s are lighter than ⇡0±, ⇡0± decays into a pair of charged lepton0 and
⌫ 0. On the other hand, ⇡0± becomes stable when all the ⌫ 0s are heavier than ⇡0±. Therefore,
the stable particles in the mirrored sector are8<:  0 , e0 , ⇡0± , N 0 , (for m0⌫ > m0⇡±) , 0 , e0 , ⌫ 0 , N 0 , (for m0⌫ < m0⇡±) . (7)
In the following, we discuss whether we have good dark matter candidates in each possibility.
Let us comment here that m0⌫ ⌧ m0⇡± can be automatically achieved if there are only two
generations of the right-handed neutrinos in each sector. In fact, the lightest ⌫ and ⌫ 0 are
both massless. It should be also noted that two generations of the right-handed neutrinos
are enough for successful thermal leptogenesis in the Standard Model sector [46–49].
B. Masses of Dark Matter Candidates
In Fig. 2, we show the masses of the stable particles. The average nucleon mass is ap-
proximately estimated by
mN 0 ⌘
m0n +m
0
p
2
'
✓
mn +mp
2
  3m¯
◆
⇥ ⇤
0
QCD
⇤QCD
+ 3m¯⇥ v
0
EW
vEW
, (8)
where m¯ is an average of the u and d quark masses, mu = 2.2
+0.6
 0.4MeV and md =
4.7+0.5 0.4MeV [50].
7 The N 0 masses are dominated by the masses of the quark0 when the
quark0 masses are heavier than ⇤0QCD.
8
7 There is an O(1) ambiguity for the quark0 mass contributions for ⇤0QCD ⌧ m¯0. However, the contributions
from the quark0 mass to m0N is only important when the quark
0 mass is larger than ⇤0QCD, where nucleon
mass can be approximated by 3⇥ m¯0.
8 For v0EW   105 6 ⇥ vEW , m0 can be smaller than m0u,d for fa ' 103GeV. In such region, the lightest
baryon consists of  0s, and hence, the N 0 mass in the figure for v0EW   105 6⇥ vEW should not be taken
literally.
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The mass di↵erence between the neutron0 (n0) and the proton0 (p0) is estimated by
mn0  mp0 '  mQEDn p ⇥
⇤0QCD
⇤QCD
+ N(md  mu)⇥ v
0
EW
vEW
, (9)
where  mQEDn p denotes the electromagnetic contribution to the n–p mass di↵erence, and N
parameterizes the isospin-violating contribution. As leading order approximations, we use
the central valu s of the Standard Model [51]
 mQEDn p =  0.178+0.0004 0.064 GeV ⇥ ↵QED , (10)
N = 0.95
+0.08
 0.06 . (11)
Remarkably, n0 can be lighter than p0 when ⇤0QCD becomes very large. In fact, in the green
shaded region in Fig. 2, p0 is lighter than n0, while n0 is lighter in the other region. It should
be also noted that the mass di↵erence is smaller than m0⇡± in the entire parameter region,
and hence, both of p0 and n0 are stable for m0⌫ > m
0
⇡± . If one of the neutrino
0 mass and m0e
is light enough, on the other hand, the heavier N 0 can decay into the lighter one.
The mass of ⇡00 is estimated to be
m02⇡0 ' m2⇡0 ⇥
⇤0QCD
⇤QCD
v0EW
vEW
(12)
for m0u+m
0
d < m
0
⇡0 . For m
0
u,m
0
d & ⇤0, It is dominated by m0u+m0d in the heavy quark mass
region.9 The mass of ⇡± is, on the other hand, given by,
m02⇡± ' m02⇡0 + ↵0QED⇤02QCD , (13)
where ↵0QED is the fine-structure constant of the QED
0.
Finally, the mass of e0 is given by,
m0e = me ⇥
v0EW
vEW
. (14)
It should be noted that the µ0 decays into 3e0 via box diagrams in which W ’ boson circulate.
Thus, µ0 cannot be a candidate for dark matter.
9 In the parameter region where m0 is smaller than m
0
u,d, the lightest meson consist of  
0. Thus, again,
the mass of the pion in the figure should not be taken literally.
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[ Walker-Loud, arXiv:140 .8259 [hep-lat] ]
K± → π ± + a (invisible) 
Br( K± → π ± + a (invisible) )  > 5 x 10-11                            
(E787 [hep-ex/0403034])
Beam Dump (CHARM Experiment)
#[Axion decay in distance from 445m to 
480m from the beam target] > 3
axion
proton beam-dump 
(CERN-SPS:400GeV)
Cu
Decay Tunnel
445m 35m
photon pair
[Weaker than the DFSZ type model due to the lack of 
direct coupling to heavy quarks and leptons! 
e.g. No constraints from B →K + a(→ll) ]
Axion production rate  
       ~ pion production rate x ( fπ / fa )2
Purple shaded region :
Red shaded region :
K± 
π ±
π0
a
x
[’82 CHARM]
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[Fukuda, Harigaya, Yanagida and MI arXiv:1504.06084]
Constraint from Horizontal Branch 
Eloss > 10 g-1 erg s-1  ( THB core ~ 10keV ) 
                                          [arXiv:1110.2895]
Supernovae Constraint (1987a)
The axion enhances the energy loss rate 
of the stars in Horizontal Branch of globular 
clusters via the Primakoﬀ conversion
E loss by axion < E loss by neutrino [arXiv:1008.0636]
( TSN ~ 30MeV, mean free path > 10km )
He2+ He2+
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Summary of experimental/astrophysical Constraints.
[Fukuda, Harigaya, Yanagida and MI arXiv:1504.06084]
Constraints on Extra Quarks
We assume small  mixing of them with  
the SM quarks 
4
which leads to a tighter limit on fa, fa & O(10)TeV [18]. It should be also noted that the axion parameters are not
constrained by rare decay of quarkonia and B-mesons into the axion due to the lack of fermion couplings.5
The axion parameters are also constrained by beam dump experiments. Again, however, the constraints are much
weaker than the case of axion models with fermion couplings. The most stringent constraint comes from the proton
beam dump experiment CHARM at CERN [20]. In Fig. 1, we translate the constraint in [20] onto the KSVZ-type
axion model (the red shaded region). Here, we exclude the parameters which predict at least three events of the axion
decay within the decay region ranging in distance from 445m to 480m from the beam dump target.6 It should be
noted that the constraints are not applicable for ma & 3m⇡, since the axion decays immediately after it is produced.
In the figure, we also show astrophysical constraints on the axion parameters. There, the region labeled by “HB”
denotes the parameter space in which the lifetime of horizontal branch (HB) stars is shorten by the axion production
via the Primako↵ process [9].7 The region labeled by “SN” denotes the parameter space which reduces the SN 1987A
neutrino burst duration. In the figure, we follow the discussion in [18], and in particular, we allow the parameters
with which the mean free path of the axion is much less than the supernova core size of 10 km. As the figure shows,
astrophysical constraints allow the axion with a mass above 0.1MeV for fa ' 104-5GeV.
For completeness, we also show the constraint on the axion parameters from the search for the extra quarks (qL, q¯R).
For fa ' O(1)TeV, the extra quarks obtain their masses from Eq. (2), and hence, they are within the reach of collider
experiments. In fact, the production cross section of the extra quarks is much larger than O(1) fb at the 8TeV
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) experiment when they are lighter than 1TeV. In order for the extra quarks to decay
immediately, we hereafter assume that extra quarks qL mix with down-type quarks (and they do so similarly in the
mirrored sector) via
L = ⇠iqLd¯Ri + ⇠0iq0Ld¯0Ri + h.c. , (8)
where ⇠s denote small mass mixing parameters and i is the generation index.8 Here, we assume that q(0)L has a
vanishing PQ-charge, so that the mass mixing is consistent with the PQ-symmetry. Through these mixings, the extra
quarks mainly decay into H+b, Z+b andW+t, where we assume that the mixing with the bottom quark is dominant.
To date, the 95% CL lower limit on the mass of the extra quarks of this type is 640GeV set by ATLAS collaboration
at the 8TeV running with an integrated luminosity 20.3 fb 1 [22]. In the figure, we show the corresponding exclusion
limit on fa assuming g = 0.3 and g = 1, respectively. This constraint puts the most stringent limit on fa for a heavy
axion, ma & O(100)MeV.9
III. COSMOLOGICAL CONSTRAINTS ON THE AXION
In the previous section, we have discussed laboratory and astrophysical constraints of the KSVZ-type axion model.
We have found that a rather small decay constant fa = 103-5GeV is consistent with those constraints for ma >
O(0.1)MeV. In this section, we discuss whether such parameter regions are consistent with the Standard Cosmology.
With a rather small decay constant, fa = 103-5GeV, the axion is kept in thermal equilibrium in the early universe
via the e↵ective interactions in Eq. (5). In particular, the axion does not decouple from the thermal bath of the
Standard Model sector until the Primako↵ process freezes-out. In Fig. 2, we show the freeze-out temperature of the
Primako↵ process TF given in [21, 24] by horizontal (blue) dashed lines. The figure shows that TF is lower than the
QCD phase transition temperature, TQCD = O(100)MeV in most of the parameter region. Therefore, the axion could
a↵ect the Big-Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) depending on the mass
and the lifetime of the axion. In the figure, a darker (blue) solid line corresponds to the parameters which satisfy
TF ' ma. Above this line, the Primako↵ process freezes-out when the axion is still relativistic, i.e. TF > ma. Below
this line, on the other hand, the axion is kept in thermal equilibrium even at T < ma. There the axion abundance
gets suppressed by a Boltzmann factor until the temperature decreases down to TF .
5 In the decay of quarkonia and B-mesons, the axion appears in the final state through the mixing to ⇡0, and hence, branching ratios
into the axion are highly suppressed.
6 In our analysis, we assume that the e ciency of the axion signal is independent of the mass of the axion and set it to be 0.5. We check
that our criterion fairly reproduces the constraint at 90% CL in [20] when we apply it to axion models with fermion couplings [20].
7 We extract the excluded region from [21].
8 The newly added mixing mass parameters do not a↵ect the e↵ective ✓e↵ angles at the tree level since they do not enter the determinant
of the mass matrices of quarks.
9 The extra quarks may have a rather long lifetime as long as they do not cause any cosmological problems, and hence, they can be
stable inside detectors of collider experiments, such as the LHC. In such cases, the lower limit on fa gets slightly tighter due to the null
results of stable exotic hadron searches [23].
Leading to a small coupling to the SM
The extra quarks decay into H + b, Z + b, W + t (1:1:2 for SU(2) singlet )
LHC constraint : mextra quark > 800GeV  (8TeV, 19.7fb-1)
leading to fa =   √2 mextra quark /g  > 1120GeV /g 
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 [CMS : arXiv:1507.07129]
Summary of experimental/astrophysical Constraints.
[Fukuda, Harigaya, Yanagida and MI arXiv:1504.06084]
e.g) ma=O(100)MeV - O(1)GeV  is possible for 
????  vEW’ = 103 x vEW , ΛQCD’ = 103 x ΛQCD , fa = 103 GeV.
Axion mass is dominated by the coped sector contributions.
A heavy axion with ma > O(100)MeV evades constraints from 
    (1) collider experiments (2) astrophysics (3) cosmology  
even for fa = O(1)TeV !
The heavy is durable to explicit PQ-symmetry breaking by 
Planck suppressed operators
e.g.) The eﬀects of dimension 5 PQ-breaking operator leads to
which is consistent with current upper limit on θeﬀ .
the minimum of the axion potential:
 ✓e↵ ⇠ 10 11 ⇥ 
✓
fa
103GeV
◆3✓1GeV
ma
◆2
, (6)
which is consistent with the current upper limit for fa ' 1TeV and ma = O(1)GeV. This
feature is quite favorable compared with invisible axion models where the Peccei-Quinn
mechanism can be easily spoiled by explicit breaking terms suppressed by the Planck scale.
III. INTERPRETATION OF THE EXCESS
A. Properties of the scalar resonance
In this section, we discuss whether the reported 750GeV diphoton resonance can be
identified with the scalar boson s, the radial component of   (see Eq. (2)). For that purpose,
let us first discuss the decay width of s.
Assuming that  is su ciently heavy, the e↵ective interactions involving s are given by,
 L = s
fa
@µa@
µa+
↵s
8⇡
gp
2MD
f (tD) sG
µ⌫Gµ⌫ +
↵2
8⇡
gp
2ML
f (xL) sW
µ⌫Wµ⌫
+
2↵Y
8⇡
✓
1
3
gp
2MD
f (tD) +
1
2
gp
2ML
f (tL)
◆
sBµ⌫Bµ⌫ + (G,B ! G0, B0) . (7)
Hereafter, we assume that the extra fermions  (0) and  ¯(0) form respectively the 5 and 5⇤
representations of SU(5)GUT, and name the colored fermion and doublet fermion,  (0
)
D,L,
respectively. The parameters with the subscripts D,L are for  (0)D,L, respectively. The
three gauge field strengths in each sector are denoted by G(0), W (0), and B(0), respectively.
The function f(t) is defined by4
f(t) ⌘ t

1 + (1  t) arcsin2
✓
1p
t
◆ 
, (8)
with t’s being
tD,L =
4M2D,L
M2s
. (9)
The mass of s, Ms, is taken to be 750GeV.
4 In the limit of heavy fermion masses, f(t) converges: lim
t!1f(t)! 2/3.
6
[ It is safe to switch oﬀ the seesaw mechanism in the copied sector. ]
Eﬀects of Explicit Breaking
If the physics at the Planck scale breaks PQ symmetry we would have  
As a result the eﬀective θeﬀ-parameter becomes non-vanishing !
If we require  θeﬀ <<10-11, we forbid m < 10 for fa > 109GeV.
which distorts the axion potential. 
This is much better than the invisible axion.
Eﬀects of Explicit Breaking
How to arrange the Z2 breaking ?
We’ve assumed Z2 to set θSM = θSM’.
Naively,  Z2 also leads to vSM = vSM’.
Let us assume spontaneous breaking of  Z2 by a vacuum expectation 
value of a scalar field σ which is ODD under the Z2.
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FIG. 3: The contour plot of the axion mass for fa = 10
4GeV. In the gray shaded regions, the relative sizes between the
dynamical scale and the quark m sses are di↵erent from those in the Standard Model sector. The red shaded (right-upper
corner) region is excluded since the mirrored pion mass is larger than 100GeV. In the blue shaded (upper horizontal) region,
the masses of the mirror quarks exceed O(1)TeV. Here, we assume that the seesaw mechanism in the mirrored sector is turned
o↵, so that the charged pion (or the corresponding quarkonum) is stable. The (red) dashed line corresponds to the ⇤QCD0
which is increased purely by the e↵ect of the larger vEW 0 .
Now, let us discuss how to di↵erentiate the scales of the two sectors by the soft breaking of Z2 symmetry. For that
purpose, let us introduce a spurion field,  ( 6= 0), which changes its sign under the Z2 symmetry. Here   has a mass
dimension one. With the help of the spurion, it is possible to achieve m2H( ) 6= m2H0( ) and allow them to take almost
any values. Concretely, we may choose Z2 invariant parameters, m20, m1 and c,
m2H( ) = m
2
0 +m1  + c 
2 , (23)
m2H0( ) = m
2
0  m1  + c 2 , (24)
so that m2H ⌧ m2H0 .18 It should be cautioned here that   cannot be arbitrarily large, since it might appear any
complex phases of parameters in the two sectors suppressed by the reduced Planck scale, i.e.  /MPL with opposite
signs. In particular, the ✓-angles in the two sectors may depend on   by
L =  
MPL
GG˜   
MPL
G0G˜0 , (25)
with an O(1) common coe cient. Therefore, there is an upper limit on the size of the spurion,
 
MPL
. 10 12 , (26)
so that too large ✓e↵ does not appear in the Standard Model sector at the minimum of the axion potential.
Next, let us discuss how to achieve a larger dynamical scale in the mirrored sector. As utilized in [16, 17] to achieve
a larger axion mass, the dynamical scale of the mirrored sector automatically increases by taking vEW 0   vEW since
quarks decouple at higher energy scales than the Standard Model sector. In Fig. 3, we show ⇤QCD0 which is increased
purely by the larger vEW 0 as a (red) dashed line. The figure shows, however, that the axion cannot be heavy enough
unless vEW 0   107GeV where the quark mass in the mirrored sector exceeds O(1)TeV. Thus, in order to achieve a
viable axion mass, ma > O(100)MeV, we need to increase ⇤QCD0 itself.
18 One may suspect that this kind of “fine-tuning” is problematic. In the low scale theory, it indeed seems unnatural. However, generally
speaking, mass scales are what should be generated dynamically in a UV theory. Since we do not know the UV theory, we allow tuning
of mass scales. Otherwise, we must worry about the weak scale itself in the first place, but it is beyond the scope of our paper.
Then, we can diﬀerentiate vSM  and vSM’ when the  
Higgs mass parameters depend on σ
With parameter tunings, we can realize vSM << vSM’.  
[Here, we do not care the tuning of dimensional parameter…]
How about QCD and QCD’ scales?
Similarly, by introducing colored scalar whose masses  
depend on σ, we can diﬀerentiate  ΛQCD’ from ΛQCD. 
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With the help of  , the larger ⇤QCD0 can be easily achieved by introducing extra scalar quarks whose masses again
depend on  , i.e.
L =
Nq˜X
i=1
 
m2q˜ ( ) |q˜i|2 +m2q˜0 ( ) |q˜0i|2
 
, (27)
where Nq˜ denotes the number of the extra scalar quarks.19 As a simple example, let us choose Nq˜ so that the beta
functions of the SU(3) gauge coupling constant vanish when the mass of the scalar quark is negligible. In this case,
the ratio ⇤QCD0/⇤QCD is roughly given by mq˜0/mq˜.20
By the similar token, we can di↵erentiate the nature of spontaneous breaking of the B   L symmetry in the two
sectors. That is, by again assuming that the mass terms of the B L breaking fields  (0)B L in the two sectors depend
on  , we can easily turn on/o↵ spontaneous symmetry breaking in the two sectors. As the size of   is limited from
above, so is the B  L breaking scale, h iB L . 1012GeV in the Standard Model. Fortunately, such B  L breaking
scale is high enough to allow thermal leptogenesis in the Standard Model sector.
Before closing this section. let us discuss how largely the ✓-angles in the two sectors deviate with each other by the
soft breaking of the Z2 symmetry. As we have discussed, the tree-level contributions to the di↵erences of the e↵ective
✓-angle are controlled by the size of  , i.e. ✓SMe↵ = O( /MPL). Once we take the weak interactions into account,
however, there are another sources of the CP -violation, the CKM, the MNS, and Majorana phases of the two sectors.
Since the electroweak scale and the structure of the neutrino masses are di↵erentiated between the two sectors, the
radiative corrections to the e↵ective ✓-angles are di↵erent in the two sectors. Fortunately, those di↵erences appear
at most through O((↵2/⇡)2) e↵ects further suppressed by flavor mixings and quark masses [31, 32], and hence, their
e↵ects on the ✓-angles are highly suppressed. Radiative corrections including the mass mixing parameters in Eq. (8)
also contributes to the e↵ective ✓-angles. Such contributions are again suppressed by (↵2/⇡)2 and quark mixings, and
hence, the resultant deviation of the angles are very small. Therefore, the uses of the softly broken Z2 symmetry do
not spoil the success of the PQ solution to the strong CP -problem.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have pursued a KSVZ-type axion model where the axion mass is enhanced by a strong dynamics
in the mirrored Standard Model sector. As we have discussed, the model is consistent with all the constraints when
the mass of the axion is of O(100)MeV or above even for a relatively low PQ-breaking scale, 103-5GeV. We have
also noticed that turning o↵ the seesaw mechanism in the mirrored sector solves the two problems simultaneously,
the mirrored neutrino abundance and the too large relic mirrored nucleon mass density. We have also shown that the
mass scales of two sectors can be di↵erentiated systematically by using a softly broken Z2 symmetry without spoiling
the PQ solution to the strong CP -problem.
One unsatisfactory aspect of this model is that the axion is no more the candidate for dark matter. As an interesting
alternative, the neutron in the mirrored sector might be a dark matter candidate for mn0 ' 100TeV. Here, we assume
that mn0 ' 100TeV is achieved by a large ⇤QCD0 , which induces the electroweak scale in the mirrored sector at around
the similar scale. Interestingly, in this parameter region, the mass di↵erence between the proton and the neutron in
the mirrored sector is dominated by QED’ quantum corrections, and hence, the neutron is automatically lighter than
the proton in the mirrored sector. Therefore, it can be a good dark matter candidate since it does not have long-range
self-interactions. It should be noted, however, that the charged pion mass in the mirrored sector is expected to be
O(100)GeV in this parameter range, and hence, this possibility might have a tension with the constraint on the
mass density fraction of matter with long-range interactions [30]. This tension can be easily solved, for example, by
assuming that there are only two right-handed neutrinos in each sector, so that one of the left-handed neutrinos in
each sector become massless [33, 34]. With this additional assumption, the charged pion in the mirrored sector decays
into a charged leptons and a massless neutrino, so that it does not contributes to the dark matter density.21
19 Here, the reason why we introduced “scalar” quark is that they do not contribute to the e↵ective ✓-angles, although it may be possible
to consider extra fermionic colored particles without a↵ecting the e↵ective ✓ angles.
20 The mass mq˜0 should be at most of the order of ( MPL)
1/2 ' 1012GeV, since the size of   is constrained to be  /MPL . 10 12.
Otherwise, mq˜ ⌧ mq˜0 cannot be achieved by fine-tuning. Accordingly, for ⇤QCD0/⇤QCD ' 104, for example, the mass of extra scalar
quarks in the Standard Model sector is of O(108)GeV or smaller, and hence, they are in the thermal bath after inflation if the reheating
temperature higher than 109GeV as required by thermal leptogenesis. In such case, we need separate discussions on how to make these
particles unstable.
21 We will explore more generic possibilities of dark matter candidates in the mirrored sector elsewhere.
[Scalar quarks are better. Extra Fermions may bring back strong CP problem.]
We can also switch oﬀ the seesaw mechanism by controlling 
the mass of B-L breaking field by σ.
How to arrange the Z2 breaking ?
How about seesaw mechanism?
CAUTION : if the <σ> is too large, it causes the strong CP problem via ,
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FIG. 3: The contour plot of the axion mass for fa = 10
4GeV. In the gray shaded regions, the relative sizes between the
dynamical scale and the quark masses are di↵erent from those in the Standard Model sector. The red shaded (right-upper
corner) region is excluded since the mirrored pion mass is larger than 100GeV. In the blue shaded (upper horizontal) region,
the masses of the mirror quarks exceed O(1)TeV. Here, we assume that the seesaw mechanism in the mirrored sector is turned
o↵, so that the charged pion (or the corresponding quarkonum) is stable. The (red) dashed line corresponds to the ⇤QCD0
which is increased purely by the e↵ect of the larger vEW 0 .
Now, let us discuss how to di↵erentiate the scales of the two sectors by the soft breaking of Z2 symmetry. For that
purpose, let us introduce a spurion field,  ( 6= 0), which changes its sign under the Z2 symmetry. Here   has a mass
dimension one. With the help of the spurion, it is possible to achieve m2H( ) 6= m2H0( ) and allow them to take almost
any values. Concretely, we may choose Z2 invariant parameters, m20, m1 and c,
m2H( ) = m
2
0 +m1  + c 
2 , (23)
m2H0( ) = m
2
0  m1  + c 2 , (24)
so that m2H ⌧ m2H0 .18 It should be cautioned here that   cannot be arbitrarily large, since it might appear any
complex phases of parameters in the two sec rs suppressed by the educed Planck scale, i.e.  /MPL with opposite
signs. In particular, the ✓-angles in the two sectors may depend on   by
L =  
MPL
GG˜   
MPL
G0G˜0 , (25)
with an O(1) common coe cient. Therefore, there is an upper limit on the size of the spurion,
 
MPL
. 10 12 , (26)
so that too large ✓e↵ does not appear in the Standard Model sector at the minimum of the axion potential.
Next, let us discuss how to achieve a larger dynamical scale in the mirrored sector. As utilized in [16, 17] to achieve
a larger axion mass, the dynamical scale of the mirrored sector automatically increases by taking vEW 0   vEW since
quarks decouple at higher energy scales than the Standard Model sector. In Fig. 3, we show ⇤QCD0 which is increased
purely by the larger vEW 0 as a (red) dashed line. The figure shows, however, that the axion cannot be heavy enough
unless vEW 0   107GeV where the quark mass in the mirrored sector exceeds O(1)TeV. Thus, in order to achieve a
viable axion mass, ma > O(100)MeV, we need to increase ⇤QCD0 itself.
18 One may suspect that this kind of “fine-tuning” is problematic. In the low scale theory, it indeed seems unnatural. However, generally
speaking, mass scales are what should be generated dynamically in a UV theory. Since we do not know the UV theory, we allow tuning
of mass scales. Otherwise, we must worry about the weak scale itself in the first place, but it is beyond the scope of our paper.
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FIG. 3: The contour plot of the axion mass for fa = 10
4GeV. In the gray shaded regions, the relative sizes between the
dynamical scale and the quark masses are di↵erent from those in the Standard Model sector. The red shaded (right-upper
corner) region is excluded since the mirrored pion mass is larger than 100GeV. In the blue shaded (upper horizontal) region,
the masses of the mirror quarks exceed O(1)TeV. Here, we assume that the seesaw mechanism in the mirrored sector is turned
o↵, so that t e charg d pion (or the corresponding quarkonum) is stable. The (red) dashed line corresponds to the ⇤QCD0
which is increased purely by the e↵ect of the larger vEW 0 .
Now, let us discuss how to di↵erentiate the scales of the two sectors by the soft breaking of Z2 symmetry. For that
purpose, let us introduce a spurion field,  ( 6= 0), which changes its sign under the Z2 symmetry. Here   has a mass
dimension one. With the help of the spurion, it is possible to achieve m2H( ) 6= m2H0( ) and allow them to take almost
any values. Concretely, we may choose Z2 invariant p rameters, m20, m1 and c,
m2H( ) = m
2
0 +m1  + c 
2 , (23)
m2H0( ) = m
2
0  m1  + c 2 , (24)
so that m2H ⌧ m2H0 .18 It should be cautioned here that   cannot be arbitrarily large, since it might appear any
complex phases of parameters in the two sectors suppressed by the reduced Planck scale, i.e.  /MPL with opposite
signs. In particular, the ✓-angles in the two sectors may depend on   by
L =  
MPL
GG˜   
MPL
G0G˜0 , (25)
with an O(1) common coe cient. Therefore, there is an upper limit on the size of the spurion,
 
MPL
. 10 12 , (26)
so that too large ✓e↵ does not appear i the Standard Model s ctor at the minimum of the axion potential.
Next, let us discuss how to achieve a larger dynamical scale in the mirrored sector. As utilized in [16, 17] to achieve
a larger axion mass, the dynamical scale of the mirrored sector automatically increases by taking vEW 0   vEW since
quarks decouple at higher energy scales than the Standard Model sector. In Fig. 3, we show ⇤QCD0 which is increased
purely by the larger vEW 0 as a (red) dashed line. The figure shows, however, that the axion cannot be heavy enough
unless vEW 0   107GeV where the quark mass in the mirrored sector exceeds O(1)TeV. Thus, in order to achieve a
viable axion mass, ma > O(100)MeV, we need to increase ⇤QCD0 itself.
18 One may suspect that thi kind of “fine-tuning” is problemat c. In the low scale theory, it indeed se ms unnatural. However, generally
speaking, mass scales are what should be generated dynamically in a UV theory. Since we do not know the UV theory, we allow tuning
of mass scales. Otherwise, we must worry about the weak scale itself in the first place, but it is beyond the scope of our paper.
Thus, <σ> should satisfy
to avoid the strong CP problem.
How to arrange the Z2 breaking ?
→  Δθeﬀ =2σ/MPL
Domain w ll problem at Z2 breaking might caus  problem 
(low reheating temperature? consistent with thermal Leptogenesis?)
